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Abstract
We investigate the locality number, a recently introduced structural parameter for strings (with
applications in pattern matching with variables), and its connection to two important graphparameters, cutwidth and pathwidth. These connections allow us to show that computing the
locality number is NP-hard but fixed-parameter tractable (when the locality number or the alphabet
√
size is treated as a parameter), and can be approximated with ratio O( log opt log n). As a byproduct, we also relate cutwidth via the locality number to pathwidth, which is of independent
interest, since it improves the best currently known approximation algorithm for cutwidth. In
addition to these main results, we also consider the possibility of greedy-based approximation
algorithms for the locality number.
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1

Introduction

Graphs, on the one hand, and strings, on the other, are two different types of data objects
and they have certain particularities. Graphs seem to be more popular in fields like classical
and parameterised algorithms and complexity (due to the fact that many natural graph
problems are intractable), while fields like formal languages, pattern matching, verification or
compression are more concerned with strings. Moreover, both the field of graph algorithms
as well as string algorithms are well established and provide rich toolboxes of algorithmic
techniques, but they differ in that the former is tailored to computationally hard problems
(e.g., the approach of treewidth and related parameters), while the latter focuses on providing
efficient data-structures for near-linear-time algorithms. Nevertheless, it is sometimes possible
to bridge this divide, i.e., by “flattening” a graph into a sequential form, or by “inflating” a
string into a graph, to make use of respective algorithmic techniques otherwise not applicable.
This paradigm shift may provide the necessary leverage for new algorithmic approaches.
In this paper, we are concerned with certain structural parameters (and the problems
of computing them) for graphs and strings: the cutwidth cw(G) of a graph G (i.e., the
maximum number of “stacked” edges if the vertices of a graph are drawn on a straight line),
the pathwidth pw(G) of a graph G (i.e., the minimum width of a tree decomposition the
tree structure of which is a path), and the locality number loc(α) of a string α (explained
in more detail in the next paragraph). By Cutwidth, Pathwidth and Loc, we denote
the corresponding decision problems and with the prefix Min, we refer to the minimisation
variants. The two former graph-parameters are very classical. Pathwidth is a simple (yet
still hard to compute) subvariant of treewidth, which measures how much a graph resembles
a path. The problems Pathwidth and MinPathwidth are intensively studied (in terms of
exact, parameterised and approximation algorithms) and have numerous applications (see
the surveys and textbook [10, 34, 8]). Cutwidth is the best-known example of a whole class
of so-called graph layout problems (see the survey [17, 39] for detailed information), which
are studied since the 1970s and were originally motivated by questions of circuit layouts.
The locality number is rather new and we shall discuss it in more detail. A word is k-local
if there exists an order of its symbols such that, if we mark the symbols in the respective
order (which is called a marking sequence), at each stage there are at most k contiguous
blocks of marked symbols in the word. This k is called the marking number of that marking
sequence. The locality number of a word is the smallest k for which that word is k-local, or,
in other words, the minimum marking number over all marking sequences. For example, the
marking sequence σ = (x, y, z) marks α = xyxyzxz as follows (marked blocks are illustrated
by overlines): xyxyzxz, xyxyzxz, xyxyzxz, xyxyzxz; thus, the marking number of σ is 3. In
fact, all marking sequences for α have a marking number of 3, except (y, x, z), for which it is
2: xyxyzxz, xyxyzxz, xyxyzxz. Thus, the locality number of α, denoted by loc(α), is 2.
The locality number has applications in pattern matching with variables [14]. A pattern
is a word that consists of terminal symbols (e.g., a, b, c), treated as constants, and variables
(e.g., x1 , x2 , x3 , . . .). A pattern is mapped to a word by substituting the variables by strings
of terminals. For example, x1 x1 babx2 x2 can be mapped to acacbabcc by the substitution
(x1 → ac, x2 → c). Deciding whether a given pattern matches (i.e., can be mapped to) a given
word is one of the most important problems that arise in the study of patterns with variables
(note that the concept of patterns with variables arises in several different domains like
combinatorics on words (word equations [30], unavoidable patterns [36]), pattern matching [1],
language theory [2], learning theory [2, 19, 38, 42, 31, 22], database theory [7], as well as
in practice, e.g., extended regular expressions with backreferences [26, 27, 44, 28], used in
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programming languages like Perl, Java, Python, etc.). Unfortunately, the matching problem is
NP-complete [2] in general (it is also NP-complete for strongly restricted variants [23, 21] and
also intractable in the parameterised setting [24]). As demonstrated in [43], for the matching
problem a paradigm shift as sketched in the first paragraph above yields a very promising
algorithmic approach. More precisely, any class of patterns with bounded treewidth (for
suitable graph representations) can be matched in polynomial-time. However, computing
(and therefore algorithmically exploiting) the treewidth of a pattern is difficult (see the
discussion in [21, 43]), which motivates more direct string-parameters that bound the
treewidth and are simple to compute (virtually all known structural parameters that lead
to tractability [14, 21, 43, 45] are of this kind (the efficiently matchable classes investigated
in [15] are one of the rare exceptions)). This also establishes an interesting connection between
ad-hoc string parameters and the more general (and much better studied) graph parameter
treewidth. The locality number is a simple parameter directly defined on strings, it bounds the
treewidth and the corresponding marking sequences can be seen as instructions for a dynamic
programming algorithm. However, compared to other “tractability-parameters”, it seems to
cover best the treewidth of a string, but whether it can be efficiently computed is unclear.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of computing the locality number and, by doing
so, we establish an interesting connection to the graph parameters cutwidth and pathwidth
with algorithmic implications for approximating cutwidth. In the following, we first discuss
related results in more detail and then outline our respective contributions.
Known Results and Open Questions. For Loc, only exact exponential-time algorithms
are known and whether it can be solved in polynomial-time, or whether it is at least fixedparameter tractable is mentioned as open problems in [14]. Approximation algorithms have
not yet been considered. Addressing these questions is the main purpose of this paper.
Pathwidth and Cutwidth are NP-complete, but fixed-parameter tractable with respect
to parameter pw(G) or cw(G), respectively (even with “linear” fpt-time g(k) O(n) [9, 11, 47]).
With respect to approximation, their minimisation variants have received a lot of attention,
mainly because they yield (like many other graph parameters) general algorithmic approaches
for numerous graph problems, i.e., a good linear arrangement or path-decomposition can
often be used for a dynamic programming (or even divide and conquer) algorithm. More
generally speaking, pathwidth and cutwidth are related to the more fundamental concepts of
small balanced vertex or edge separators for graphs (i.e., a small set of vertices (or edges,
respectively) that, if removed, divides the graph into two parts of roughly the same size.
More precisely, pw(G) and cw(G) are upper bounds for the smallest balanced vertex separator
of G and the smallest balanced edge separator of G, respectively (see [20] for further details
and explanations of the algorithmic relevance of balanced separators). The best known
approximation
p algorithms for MinPathwidth and MinCutwidth (with approximations
ratios of O( log(opt) log(n)) and O(log2 (n)), respectively) follow from approximations of
vertex separators (see [20]) and edge separators (see [35]), respectively.
Our Contributions. There are two natural approaches to represent a word α over alphabet
Σ as a graph Gα = (Vα , Eα ): (1) Vα = {1, 2, . . . , |α|} and the edges are somehow used to
represent the actual symbols, or (2) Vα = Σ and the edges are somehow used to represent the
positions of α. We present a reduction of type (2) such that |Eα | = O(|α|) and cw(Gα ) =
2 loc(α), and a reduction of type (1) such that |Eα | = O(|α|2 ) and loc(α) ≤ pw(Gα ) ≤ 2 loc(α).
Since these reductions are parameterised reductions and also allow transferring approximation
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results, we conclude that Loc is fixed-parameter tractable if parameterised by |Σ| or by the
locality number (answering
the respective open problem from [14]), and also that there is a
p
polynomial-time O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation algorithm for MinLoc.
In addition, we also show a way to represent an arbitrary multi-graph G = (V, E) by a
word αG over alphabet V , of length |E| and with cw(G) = loc(α). This describes a Turingreduction from Cutwidth to Loc which also allows to transfer approximation results between
the minimisation variants. As a result, we can conclude that Loc is NP-complete (which
solves the other open problem from [14]). Finally, by plugging together the reductions from
MinCutwidth to MinLoc and from MinLoc to MinPathwidth, we obtain a reduction
which p
transfers approximation results from MinPathwidth to MinCutwidth, which yields
an O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation algorithm for MinCutwidth. This improves, to our
knowledge for the first time since 1999, the best approximation for Cutwidth from [35].
To our knowledge, this connection between cutwidth and pathwidth has not yet been
reported in the literature so far. This is rather surprising since Cutwidth and Pathwidth
have been jointly investigated in the context of exact and approximation algorithms, especially
in terms of balanced vertex and edge separators. More precisely, the approximation of
pathwidth and cutwidth follows from the approximation of vertex and edge separators,
respectively, and the approximation of vertex separators usually relies on edge separators:
the edge separator approximation from [35] can be used as a black-box for vertex separator
approximation, and the best vertex separator algorithm from [20] uses a technique for
computing edge separators from [4] as component. Our improvement, on the other hand,
is achieved by going in the opposite direction: we use pathwidth approximation (following
from [20]) in order to improve the currently best cutwidth approximation (from [35]). This
might be why the reduction from cutwidth to pathwidth has been overlooked in the literature.
Another reason might be that this relation is less obvious on the graph level and becomes more
apparent if linked via the string parameter of locality, as in our considerations. Nevertheless,
since pathwidth and cutwidth are such crucial parameters for graph algorithms, we also
translate our locality based reduction into one from graphs to graphs directly.

2

Preliminaries

Basic Definitions. The set of strings (or words) over an alphabet X is denoted by X ∗ , by
|α| we denote the length of a word α, alph(α) is the smallest alphabet X with α ∈ X ∗ . A
string β is called a factor of α if α = α0 βα00 ; if α0 = ε or α00 = ε, where ε is the empty string,
β is a prefix or a suffix, respectively. For a position j, 1 ≤ j ≤ |α|, we refer to the symbol at
position j of α by the expression α[j], and α[j..j 0 ] = α[j]α[j + 1] . . . α[j 0 ], 1 ≤ j ≤ j 0 ≤ |α|.
For a word α and x ∈ alph(α), let psx (α) = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ |α|, α[i] = x} be the set of all
positions where x occurs in α. For a word α, let α0 = ε and αi+1 = ααi for i ≥ 0.
Let α be a word and let X = alph(α) = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. A marking sequence is an
enumeration, or ordering on the letters, and hence may be represented either as an ordered
list of the letters or, equivalently, as a bijection σ : {1, 2, . . . , |X|} → X. Given a word α and
a marking sequence σ, the marking number πσ (α) (of σ with respect to α) is the maximum
number of marked blocks obtained while marking α according to σ. We say that α is k-local
if and only if, for some marking sequence σ, we have πσ (α) ≤ k, and the smallest k such
that α is k-local is the locality number of α, denoted by loc(α). A marking sequence σ with
πσ (α) = loc(α) is optimal (for α). For a marking sequence σ = (xσ(1) , xσ(2) , . . . , xσ(m) ) and a
Si
word α, by stage i of σ we denote the word α with exactly positions j=1 psxσ(j) (α) marked.
For a word α, the condensed form of α, denoted by cond(α), is obtained by replacing every
maximal factor xk with x ∈ alph(α) by x. For example, cond(x1 x1 x2 x2 x2 x1 x2 x2 ) = x1 x2 x1 x2 .
A word α is condensed if α = cond(α).
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I Remark 1. For a word α, we have loc(cond(α)) = loc(α) [14]. Hence, by computing cond(α)
in time O(|α|), algorithms for computing the locality number (and the respective marking
sequences) for condensed words extend to algorithms for general words.
Examples and Word Combinatorial Considerations. The structure of 1-local and 2-local
words is characterised in [14]. The simplest 1-local words are repetitions xk for some k ≥ 0.
Furthermore, if α is 1-local, then y ` αy r is 1-local, where y ∈
/ alph(α), `, r ≥ 0. Marking
sequences for 1-local words can be obtained by going from the “inner-most” letters to the
“outer-most” ones. The English words radar, refer, blender, and rotator are all 1-local.
Generally, in order to have a high locality number, a word needs to contain many
alternating occurrences of (at least) two letters. For instance, (x1 x2 )n is n-local. In general,
one can show that if loc(w) = k, then loc(wi ) ∈ {ik − i + 1, ik}.
The well-known Zimin words [36] also have high locality numbers compared to their
lengths. These words are important in the domain of avoidability, as it was shown that a
terminal-free pattern is unavoidable (i.e., it occurs in every infinite word over a large enough
finite alphabet) if and only if it occurs in a Zimin word. The Zimin words Zi , for i ∈ N, are
inductively defined by Z1 = x1 and Zi+1 = Zi xi+1 Zi . Clearly, |Zi | = 2i − 1 for all i ∈ N.
Regarding the locality of Zi , note that marking x2 leads to 2i−2 marked blocks; further,
marking x1 first and then the remaining symbols in an arbitrary order only extends or joins
marked blocks. Thus, we obtain a sequence with marking number 2i−2 . In fact, it can be
shown that loc(Zi ) = |Zi4|+1 = 2i−2 for i ∈ N≥2 . Notice that both Zimin words and 1-local
words have an obvious palindromic structure. However, in the Zimin words, the letters occur
multiple times, but not in large blocks, while in 1-local words there are at most 2 blocks
of each letter. One can show that if w is a palindrome, with w = uauR or w = uuR , and
loc(u) = k, then loc(w) ∈ {2k − 1, 2k, 2k + 1} (uR denotes the reversal of u).
The number of occurrences of a letter alone is not always a good indicator of the locality
of a word. The German word Einzelelement (a basic component of a construction) has
5 occurrences of e, but is only 3-local, as witnessed by marking sequence (l,m,e,i,n,z,t).
Nevertheless, a repetitive structure often leads to high locality. The Finnish word tutustuttu (perfect passive of tutustua – to meet) is nearly a repetition and 4-local, while
pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis is an (English) 8-local word, and lentokonesuihkuturbiinimoottoriapumekaanikkoaliupseerioppilas is a 10-local (Finnish) word.
Complexity and Approximation. We briefly summarise the fundamentals of parameterised
complexity [25, 18] and approximation [5].
A parameterised problem is a decision problem with instances (x, k), where x is the actual
input and k ∈ N is the parameter. A parameterised problem P is fixed-parameter tractable if
there is an fpt-algorithm for it, i.e., one that solves P on input (x, k) in time f (k) · p(|x|) for a
recursive function f and a polynomial p. We use the O∗ (·) notation which hides multiplicative
factors polynomial in |x|.
A minimisation problem P is a triple (I, S, m), where I is the set of instances, S is a
function that maps instances x ∈ I to the set of feasible solutions for x, and m is the objective
function that maps pairs (x, y) with x ∈ I and y ∈ S(x) to a positive rational number. For
every x ∈ I, we denote m∗ (x) = min{m(x, y) : y ∈ S(x)}. For x ∈ I and y ∈ S(x), the
value R(x, y) = m(x,y)
m∗ (x) is the performance ratio of y with respect to x. An algorithm A is
an approximation algorithm for P with ratio r : N → Q (or an r-approximation algorithm,
for short) if, for every x ∈ I, A(x) = y ∈ S(x), and R(x, y) ≤ r(|x|). We also let r be of
the form Q × N → Q when the ratio r depends on m∗ (x) and |x|; in this case, we write
r(opt, |x|). We further assume that the function r is monotonically non-decreasing. Unless
stated otherwise, all approximation algorithms run in polynomial time with respect to |x|.
ICALP 2019
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Pathwidth, Cutwidth and Problem Definitions. Let G = (V, E) be a (multi)graph with
the vertices V = {v1 , . . . , vn }. A cut of G is a partition (V1 , V2 ) of V into two disjoint subsets
V1 , V2 , V1 ∪ V2 = V ; the (multi)set of edges C(V1 , V2 ) = {{x, y} ∈ E | x ∈ V1 , y ∈ V2 } is called
the cut-set or the (multi)set of edges crossing the cut, while V1 and V2 are called the sides of the
cut. The size of this cut is the number of crossing edges, i.e., | C(V1 , V2 )|. A linear arrangement
of the (multi)graph G is a sequence (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjn ), where (j1 , j2 , . . . , jn ) is a permutation
of (1, 2, . . . , n). For a linear arrangement L = (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjn ), let L(i) = {vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vji }.
For every i, 1 ≤ i < n, we consider the cut (L(i), V \ L(i)) of G, and denote the cut-set
C L (i) = C(L(i), V \ L(i)) (for technical reasons, we also set C L (0) = C L (n) = ∅). We define
the cutwidth of L by cw(L) = max{| C L (i)| | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}. Finally, the cutwidth of G is
the minimum over all cutwidths of linear arrangements of G, i.e., cw(G) = min{cw(L) |
L is a linear arrangement for G}.
A path decomposition (see [11]) of a connected graph G = (V, E) is a tree decomposition
whose underlying tree is a path, i.e., a sequence Q = (B0 , B1 , . . . , Bm ) (of bags) with Bi ⊆ V ,
0 ≤ i ≤ m, satisfying the following two properties:
Cover property: for every {u, v} ∈ E, there is an index i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m, with {u, v} ⊆ Bi .
Connectivity property: for every v ∈ V , there exist indices iv and jv , 0 ≤ iv ≤ jv ≤ m,
such that {j | v ∈ Bj } = {i | iv ≤ i ≤ jv }. In other words, the bags that contain v occur
on consecutive positions in (B0 , . . . , Bm ).
The width of a path decomposition Q is w(Q) = max{|Bi | | 0 ≤ i ≤ m} − 1, and the
pathwidth of a graph G is pw(G) = min{w(Q) | Q is a path decomposition of G}. A path
decomposition is nice if B0 = Bm = ∅ and, for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, either Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {v} or
Bi = Bi−1 \ {v}, for some v ∈ V .
It is convenient to treat a path decomposition Q as a scheme marking the vertices of
the graph based on the order in which the bags occur in the bag sequence. More precisely,
all vertices are initially marked as open. Then we process the bags one by one, as they
occur in Q. When we process the first bag that contains a vertex v, then v becomes active.
When we process the last bag that contains v, it becomes closed. The connectivity property
enforces that vertices that are closed cannot be marked as active again, while the cover
property enforces that adjacent vertices must be both active at some point. The width is
the maximum number of vertices which are marked active at the same time minus one. If
the path decomposition is nice, then whenever a bag is processed as described above, we
change the marking of exactly one vertex.
We next formally define the computational problems of computing the parameters defined
above. By Loc, Cutwidth and Pathwidth, we denote the problems to check for a given
word α or graph G and integer k ∈ N, whether loc(α) ≤ k, cw(G) ≤ k, and pw(G) ≤ k,
respectively. Note that since we can assume that k ≤ |α| and k ≤ |G|, whether k is given
in binary or unary has no impact on the complexity. With the prefix Min, we refer to
the minimisation variants. More precisely, MinLoc = (I, S, m), where I is the set of
words, S(α) is the set of all marking sequences for α and m(α, σ) = πσ (α) (note that
m∗ (α) = loc(α)); MinCutwidth = (I, S, m), where I are all multigraphs, S(G) is the set
of linear arrangements of G, and m(G, L) = cw(L) (note that m∗ (G) = cw(G)); finally,
MinPathwidth = (I, S, m), where I are all graphs, S(G) is the set of path decompositions
of G, and m(G, Q) = w(Q) (note that m∗ (G) = pw(G)).
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Figure 1 The graph Hα,k for α = abcbcdbada and k = 2; an optimal linear arrangement of Hα,k
with cutwidth 4 induces the optimal marking sequence (c, b, d, a) for α with marking number 2.

3

Locality and Cutwidth

In this section, we introduce polynomial-time reductions from Loc to Cutwidth and
vice versa. The established close relationship between these two problems lets us derive
several complexity-theoretic and algorithmic results for Loc. We also discuss approximationpreserving properties of our reductions.
First, we show a reduction from Loc to Cutwidth. For a word α and an integer k ∈ N,
we build a multigraph Hα,k = (V, E) whose set of nodes V = alph(α) ∪ {$, #} consists of
symbols occurring in α and two additional characters $, # ∈
/ alph(α). The multiset of edges
E contains an edge between nodes x, y ∈ alph(α) for each occurrence of the factors xy and
yx in α, as well as 2k edges between $ and #, one edge between $ and the first letter of α,
and one edge between $ and the last letter of α. An example is given in Figure 1.
I Lemma 2. The graph Hα,k satisfies cw(Hα,k ) = 2k if and only if loc(α) ≤ k.
Proof. Suppose firstly that α is k-local, and let σ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) be an optimal marking sequence of α. Consider the linear arrangement L = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , $, #). Clearly,
| C({x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , $}, {#})| = 2k and | C({x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, {$, #})| = 2. Now consider a cut
(K1 , K2 ) = ({x1 , x2 , . . . , xi }, {xi+1 , . . . , xn , $, #}) for 1 ≤ i < n. Every edge e ∈ C(K1 , K2 )
is of the form {xj , xh } with j ≤ i < h, or of the form {α[1], $} or {$, α[|α|]}. Consequently,
every edge e ∈ C(K1 , K2 ) corresponds to a unique factor xj xh or xh xj of α with j ≤ i < h
and, after exactly the symbols x1 , x2 , . . . , xi are marked, xj is marked and xh is not, or to
a unique factor α[1] or α[|α|] and, after exactly the symbols x1 , x2 , . . . , xi are marked, α[1]
or α[|α|] is marked. Since there can be at most k marked blocks in α after marking the
symbols x1 , . . . , xi , there are at most 2k such factors, which means that | C(K1 , K2 )| ≤ 2k.
Thus cw(Hα,k ) ≤ 2k. Note that any linear arrangement must at some point separate the
nodes $ and #, meaning cw(Hα,k ) ≥ 2k, so we get that cw(Hα,k ) = 2k.
Now suppose that the cutwidth of Hα,k is 2k and let L be an optimal linear arrangement witnessing this fact. Firstly, we note that L must either start with # followed
by $ (i.e., have the form (#, $, . . .)) or end with # preceded by $ (i.e., have the form
(. . . , $, #). Otherwise, since Hα,k is connected, every cut separating $ and # would be
of size strictly greater than 2k. Because a linear ordering and its mirror image have
the same cutwidth, we may assume that the optimal linear arrangement has the form
L = (xτ (1) , xτ (2) , . . . , xτ (n) , $, #) for some permutation τ of {1, . . . , n}. Let σ be the marking
sequence (xτ (1) , xτ (2) , . . . , xτ (n) ) of α induced by τ . Suppose, for contradiction, that for
some i, with 1 ≤ i < n, after marking xτ (1) , . . . , xτ (i) , we have k 0 > k marked blocks.
Furthermore, let K1 = {xτ (1) , . . . , xτ (i) } and K2 = {xτ (i+1) , . . . , xτ (n) , $, #}. For every
marked block α[s..t] that is not a prefix or a suffix of α, we have α[s], α[t] ∈ K1 and
α[s − 1], α[t + 1] ∈ K2 and therefore {α[s − 1], α[s]}, {α[t], α[t + 1]} ∈ C(K1 , K2 ). Moreover,
for a marked prefix α[1..s], we have α[1], α[s] ∈ K1 and $, α[s + 1] ∈ K2 and therefore
{α[1], $}, {α[s], α[s + 1]} ∈ C(K1 , K2 ). Analogously, the existence of a marked suffix α[t..|α|]
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leads to {α[|α|], $}, {α[t − 1], α[t]} ∈ C(K1 , K2 ). Consequently, for each marked block, we
have two unique edges in C(K1 , K2 ), which implies | C(K1 , K2 )| ≥ 2k 0 > 2k. This contradicts
the assumption that L is a witness that Hα,k has cutwidth 2k. Thus, α must be k-local. J
In the following, we briefly discuss the complexity of this reduction. Suppose we are given
a word α and an integer k ≤ |α|. It is usual in string algorithmics to assume that α is over
an integer alphabet, i.e., alph(α) ⊆ {1, . . . , |α|}. In this framework, the multigraph Hα,k can
be constructed in O(|α|) time (e.g., represented as a list of vertices and a list of edges).
I Lemma 3. If there is an r(opt, h)-approximation algorithm for MinCutwidth running
1
in O(f (h)) time for an input multigraph with h edges, then there is an (r(2 opt, |α|) + opt
)approximation algorithm for MinLoc running in O(f (|α|) + |α|) time on an input word α.
Proof. As already indicated in the proof of Lemma 2, for k = loc(α), every linear arrangement
for Hα,k naturally translates to a marking sequence for α. However, in an approximate linear
arrangement, the vertices # and $ do not have to be at the first (or last) position. Still, the
marking sequence corresponding to the linear arrangement L can have not more than cw(L)
2 +1
blocks, since only suffix and prefix can be marked blocks which correspond to only one instead
of two edges in a cut in Hα,k . This observation remains valid if we do not include the extra
vertices # and $ in Hα,k in the reduction. Let Hα be the graph obtained from Hα,k (for some
k) by removing the extra vertices # and $ (observe that this also removes the dependence on k).
Removing vertices only decreases the cutwidth, so Lemma 2 implies that cw(Hα ) ≤ 2m∗ (α).
Let α be an instance of MinLoc and A an r(opt, h)-approximation for MinCutwidth
on multigraphs. The approximation algorithm A run on Hα returns a linear arrangement
L = A(Hα ) with cw(L) ≤ r(opt, h) cw(Hα ). Let σ be the marking sequence corresponding
πσ (α)
cw(L)
cw(L)
2
to L, then R(α, σ) = m
+ 1) = cw(H
+ m∗1(α) = R(Hα , L) + m∗1(α) . The
∗ (α) ≤ cw(H ) (
2
α
α)
performance ratio R(Hα , L) is at most r(opt, h), where h = |α| is the number of edges in
Hα . For the optimum value k = m∗ (α), the cutwidth of Hα,k is at least 2k − 2 and σ has
performance ratio at most r(2 opt, |α|) (with respect to the optimum value k for MinLoc).
The approximation procedure builds the graph Hα in O(|Σ|), runs A on Hα in O(f (|α|))
and translates the linear arrangement into a marking sequence σ in O(|Σ|). This gives an
1
(r(2 opt, |α|) + opt
)-approximation for MinLoc running time in O(f (|α|) + |α|) time.
J
For a reduction from Cutwidth to Loc, let H = (V, E) be a connected multigraph,
where V is the set of nodes and E the multiset of edges (for technical reasons, we assume
|V | ≥ 2). Let H 0 = (V, E 0 ) be the multigraph obtained by duplicating every edge in H. As
such, each node in H 0 has even degree, so there exists an Eulerian cycle C (i.e., a cycle
visiting each edge exactly once) in H 0 , and, moreover, cw(H 0 ) = 2 cw(H). For each edge
e ∈ E 0 , let αe be the word over V that corresponds to an arbitrary traversal of the Eulerian
path P obtained from C by deleting e; see Figure 2 for an example.
I Lemma 4. For any edge e in E 0 , the word αe satisfies cw(H) ≤ loc(αe ) ≤ cw(H) + 1.
Moreover, there is a vertex v ∈ V such that loc(αe ) = cw(H) for every edge e incident to v.
Consequences. In the following, we overview a series of complexity-theoretic and algorithmic
consequences of the reductions provided above. We first discuss negative results and note
that we can close one of the main problems left open in [14].
I Theorem 5. The Loc problem is NP-complete.
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Figure 2 A graph H and its multigraph H 0 obtained by doubling the edges; the edge labels
describe a Eulerian cycle that starts and ends in x. Deleting the edge (v, x) in this cycle yields the
word α(v,x) = xwuxwuxvuvyzvyzv, which has an optimal marking sequence (w, u, x, v, y, z) with
marking number 3, and, thus, induces an optimal linear arrangement of H with cutwidth 3.

Theorem 5 follows from the Turing reduction from Cutwidth to Loc, but it can also
be proved using a polynomial-time one-to-many reduction from the well known NP-complete
problem Clique. This alternative approach is more technically involved but has the merit of
emphasising how the combinatorial properties of the locality number can be used to construct
computationally hard instances of Loc. Moreover, by the word-combinatorial observations
about locality made in Section 2, it is clear that Loc is NP-complete also for words with
special structure, e.g., palindromes and repetitions.
With respect to approximation, it is known that, assuming the Small Set Expansion Conjecture (denoted SSE; see [40]), there exists no constant-ratio approximation for MinCutwidth
(see [48]). Consequently, approximating MinLoc within any constant factor is also SSE-hard.
In particular, we point out that stronger inapproximability results for MinCutwidth are
not known. Positive approximation results for MinLoc will be discussed in Section 4.
On certain graph classes, the SSE conjecture is equivalent to the Unique Games Conjecture
[32] (see [40, 41]), which, at its turn, was used to show that many approximation algorithms
are tight [33] and is considered a major conjecture in inapproximability. However, some
works seem to provide evidence that could lead to a refutation of SSE; see [3, 6, 29]. In
this context, we show in Section 4 a series of unconditional results which state that multiple
natural greedy strategies do not provide low-ratio approximations of MinLoc.
As formally stated next, Lemma 2 extends algorithmic results for computing cutwidth to
determining the locality number (we formulate this result so that it also covers fpt-algorithms
with respect to the standard parameters cw(G) and loc(α)). Note that the maximum degree
in a multigraph G is bounded from above by 2 cw(G), so the number of nodes n and the
number of edges h satisfy h ≤ n · cw(G). Hence, we state the complexity in terms of n and
cw(G) rather than with respect to h, which is the actual input size.
I Lemma 6. If MinCutwidth (resp. Cutwidth) can be solved in O(f (cw(G), n)) time
for a multigraph G with n vertices, then the MinLoc (resp., Loc) problem can be solved in
O(f (2 loc(α), |Σ| + 2) + |α|) time for a word α over an alphabet Σ.
In particular, we can draw the following corollaries using Lemma 6 and known results from
the literature. Due to the algorithms of [12], which also work for multigraphs1 , MinLoc
can be solved in O∗ (2|Σ| ) time and space, or in O∗ (4|Σ| ) time and polynomial space. In

1

These algorithms actually support weighted graphs without any major modification and in the same
complexity. In this setting, parallel edges connecting two vertices are replaced by a single “super-edge”
whose weight is the number of parallel edges.
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particular, this also implies that Loc is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the alphabet
size. Moreover, the fpt-algorithm from [47] directly implies that MinLoc is fixed-parameter
tractable for parameter loc(α) with linear fpt-running-time g(loc(α)) O(n). Since Cutwidth
is NP-complete already for graphs with maximum degree 3 (see [37]), we also derive a stronger
statement compared to Theorem 5: Loc is NP-complete even if every symbol has at most 3
occurrences; if every symbol has at most 2 occurrences, the complexity of Loc is open, while
the case where every symbol has only one occurrence is trivial. If, on the other hand, the
symbols have many occurrences in comparison to |α|, i.e., |Σ| = O(log(|α|)), then Loc can
be solved in polynomial time, e.g., using the O∗ (2|Σ| )-time algorithm mentioned above.

4

Locality and Pathwidth

In this section, we consider the approximability of the minimisation problem MinLoc. Since
a marking sequence is just a linear arrangement of the symbols of the input word, this problem
seems to be well tailored to greedy algorithms: until all symbols are marked, we choose an
unmarked symbol according to some greedy strategy and mark it. There are two aspects
that motivate the investigation of such approaches. Firstly, ruling out simple strategies is a
natural initial step in the search for approximation algorithms for a new problem. Secondly,
due to the results of Section 3, the obvious greedy approaches for computing the locality
number may also provide a new angle to approximating the cutwidth of a graph, i.e., some
greedy strategies may only become apparent in the locality number point of view and hard
to see in the graph formulation of the problem. Given the fact that, as formally stated later
as Theorem 10, approximating the cutwidth via approximation of the locality number does,
in fact, improve the best currently known cutwidth approximation ratio, this seems to be a
rather important aspect.
Unfortunately, we can formally show that many natural candidates for greedy strategies
fail to yield promising approximation algorithms (and are therefore also not helpful for
cutwidth approximation). We just briefly mention these negative results. The four considered
basic strategies are the following: (1) prefer symbols with few occurrences, (2) symbols
with many occurrences, (3) symbols leading to fewer blocks after marking, (4) symbols with
earlier leftmost occurrence. All these strategies fail in a sense that there are arbitrarily long
(condensed) words α with constant locality numbers for which these strategies yield marking
sequences with marking numbers Ω(|α|).
A more promising approach is to choose among symbols that extend at least one already
marked block (except when marking the first symbol). We denote this strategy by BlockExt
and marking sequences that can be obtained by it are called BlockExt-marking sequences.
Intuitively, marking a symbol that has only isolated occurrences, and therefore will increase
the current number of marked blocks by the number of its occurrences, seems a bad choice.
This raises a general question of whether every word has a BlockExt-marking sequence that
is also optimal for this word. We answer this question negatively: all BlockExt-marking
sequences for words like x1 yx2 yx3 y . . . x2k y achieve a marking number of at least 2k − 1,
while first marking x2 , x3 , . . . , xk+1 in this order (which all have only isolated occurrences),
then y, and then the rest of the symbols in some order, yields at most k marked blocks.
However, this only shows a lower bound of roughly 2 for the approximation ratio of algorithms
based on BlockExt, so BlockExt might still be a promising candidate. However, in order to
devise a BlockExt-based approximation algorithm, we still face the problem of deciding which
of the extending symbols should be chosen; trying out all of them is obviously too costly.
Unfortunately, if we handle this decision by one of the basic strategies (1)–(4) from above,
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Figure 3 The graph Gα for α = cabacabac; the three cliques are drawn with different edge-types.

e.g., choosing among all extending symbols one that leads to fewer new blocks, we again
end up with poor approximation ratios. More precisely, we can again find arbitrarily long
words α with constant locality numbers for which these algorithms yield marking numbers
Ω(|α|). Moreover, this is also true if we choose among all extending symbols one that has a
occ.
maximum number of extending occurrences or one that maximises the ratio #extending
.
#occ.
While we obviously have not investigated all reasonable greedy strategies, we consider
our negative results as sufficient evidence that a worthwhile approximation algorithm for
computing the locality number most likely does not follow from such simple greedy strategies.
In the following, we adopt a more sophisticated approach of approximating the locality
number: we devise a reduction to the problem of computing the pathwidth of a graph. To
this end, we first have to describe how a (condensed) word can be represented as a graph:
For a condensed word α, the graph Gα = (Vα , Eα ) is defined by Vα = {1, 2, . . . , |α|} and
Eα = {{i, i + 1} | 1 ≤ i ≤ |α| − 1} ∪ {{i, j} | {i, j} ⊆ psx (α) for some x ∈ alph(α)}. Intuitively,
Gα is obtained by interpreting every position of α as a vertex, connecting neighbouring
positions by edges, and turning every set psx (α), x ∈ alph(α), into a clique (see Figure 3).
We use Gα as a unique graph representation for condensed words and whenever we talk
about a path decomposition for α, we actually refer to a path decomposition of Gα and, since
Gα has the positions of α as its vertices, the marking scheme behind a path decomposition
(and its respective terminology) directly translates to a marking scheme of the positions of α.
I Lemma 7. Let α be a condensed word with |α| ≥ 2. Then loc(α) ≤ pw(Gα ) ≤ 2 loc(α).
Proof Sketch. We only sketch how a marking sequence translates into a path decomposition
and vice versa. Let σ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) be a marking sequence for a condensed word α with
πσ (α) = k. We describe a path decomposition Q of Gα as a marking scheme. First, for every
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let pi be a step of Q (corresponding to one of the bags of Q) that represents
stage i of σ: every position that is a border position of a marked block is active, every
other marked position is closed, and all other positions are open. The path decomposition
produces these steps in the order p1 , p2 , . . . , pm and such a step pi is reached from the
predecessor step pi−1 by a sequence of intermediate steps as follows. Step p1 is obtained
from the initial one by setting all positions in psx1 (α) to active, the final step of Q, where
all positions are closed, is obtained from step pm by setting the only active positions 1 and
|α| to closed. In order to produce step pi+1 from step pi , we do the following. For every
j ∈ psxi+1 (α) that does not create a new marked block of size 1, we set position j to active
and immediately after that, we set all active neighbours of j to closed if they do not have
open neighbours anymore. Next, we set all remaining positions from psxi+1 (α) to active
and, finally, we set all positions from psxi+1 (α) that have no open neighbours to closed. It
can be verified with a moderate effort that we have now obtained step pi+1 and also that
Q is, in fact, a valid path decomposition of Gα . In order to see that pw(Q) ≤ 2k, we first
note that the number of active positions in each step pi is clearly bounded by 2k. In going
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from pi to pi+1 , we necessarily reach a step where all positions of psxi+1 (α) are now active,
while some of the previous border positions might also still be active. It requires a more
involved and careful counting argument to see that the total number of active positions in
these intermediate steps never exceeds 2k + 1.
For the other direction, let Q = (B0 , B1 , B2 , . . . , B2|α| ) be an arbitrary nice path decomposition of Gα . For every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let pi be the first step of Q where all positions
of psxi (α) are active. We order the characters xi so that p1 < p2 < . . . < pm and define
a marking sequence for α by setting σ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ). It is comparatively easy to
show that at every step pi of Q there is at least one active position per marked block
of stage i of σ. However, this only shows that πσ (α) − 1 ≤ pw(Q) and in order to prove
that, in fact, πσ (α) ≤ pw(Q) holds, we show that either there is a step of Q with at least
πσ (α) + 1 active positions or, if this is not the case, then there must be a marking sequence
σ 0 with πσ0 (α) = πσ (α) − 1. This implies that, for every path decomposition Q of Gα ,
loc(α) ≤ pw(Q) and therefore also loc(α) ≤ pw(Gα ). Proving this claim requires a long and
technically involved case analysis.
J
Note that Lemma 7 is not true for condensed words α of size 1, since then loc(α) = 1 and
pw(Gα ) = 0. The reason why pw(Gα ) can range between loc(α) and 2 loc(α) (rather than
pw(Gα ) = 2 loc(α)) is that in a marking sequence, every marked block accounts for one unit
of the quantity loc(α), while in the path decomposition, a marked block is represented either
by two active vertices or by only one (if the block has size one). There are (condensed)
examples that reach the extremes loc(α) and 2 loc(α), i.e., the bounds of Lemma 7 are tight.
I Proposition 8. Let α = (x1 x2 . . . xn xn−1 . . . x2 )k x1 with n ≥ 3, and let β = (x1 x2 )k . Then
we have loc(α) = k and pw(Gα ) = 2k, and loc(β) = pw(Gβ ) = k.
Note that the construction of a graph Gα from a word α does not technically provide
a reduction from the decision problem Loc to Pathwidth (due to the fact that pw(Gα )
lies between loc(α) and 2 loc(α)) and therefore cannot be used to solve MinLoc exactly.
Its main purpose is to carry over approximation results from MinPathwidth to MinLoc,
which is formally stated by the next lemma (in this regard, note that exact algorithms for
MinLoc are obtained in Section 3 via a reduction to MinCutwidth instead).
I Lemma 9. If MinPathwidth admits an O(f (n))-time r(opt, n)-approximation algorithm,
then MinLoc admits an O(f (|α|) + |α|2 )-time 2r(2 opt, |α|)-approximation algorithm.
Consequently, approximation algorithms for MinPathwidth carry over to MinLoc. To
the knowledge of the authors, the currently best approximation
algorithm for MinPathwidth
p
is due to [20], with an approximation ratio of O( log(opt) log(n)). This implies the following.
p
I Theorem 10. There is an O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation algorithm for MinLoc.
Another consequence that is worth mentioning is due to the fact that an optimal path
decomposition can be computed faster than O∗ (2n ). More precisely, it is shown in [46] that for
computing path decompositions, there is an exact algorithm with running time O∗ ((1.9657)n ),
and even an additive approximation algorithm with running time O∗ ((1.89)n ). Consequently,
there is a 2-approximation algorithm for MinLoc with running time O∗ ((1.9657)n ) and an
asymptotic 2-approximation algorithm with running time O∗ ((1.89)n ) for MinLoc.
By combining the reduction from MinCutwidth to MinLoc from Section 3 with the
reduction from MinLoc to MinPathwidth defined above, we obtain a reduction from
MinCutwidth to MinPathwidth that carries over the pathwidth-approximation from [20]
to MinCutwidth as follows (in particular, this improves the state-of-the-art approximation
algorithm for MinCutwidth from [35]).
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Figure 4 A graph G and the corresponding graph G0 obtained by the reduction.

p
I Theorem 11. There is a O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation for MinCutwidth.
Note that Theorem 11 only applies to simple graphs; see Section 5 for the case of multigraphs.
Many existing algorithms constructing path decompositions are of theoretical interest only,
and this disadvantage carries over to the possible algorithms computing the locality number
or cutwidth based on them. However, the reduction of Lemma 7 is also applicable in a purely
practical scenario, since any kind of practical algorithm constructing path decompositions can
be used in order to compute marking sequences (the additional tasks of building Gα and the
translation of a path decomposition for it back to a marking sequence are computationally
simple). This observation is particularly interesting since developing practical algorithms
constructing tree and path decompositions of small width is a vibrant research area.2

5

Pathwidth and Cutwidth

Since pathwidth and cutwidth are classical graph parameters that play an important role for
graph algorithms, independent from our application for computing the locality number, we
also present a direct reduction from MinCutwidth to MinPathwidth.
For a graph G = (V, E), we construct the graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) with V 0 = {vu | {u, v} ∈ E}
and E 0 = {{uv , vu } | {u, v} ∈ E} ∪ {{vu , vw } | {u, v}, {w, v} ∈ E, u 6= w}; see Figure 4.
I Lemma 12. Let G be a graph with at least one edge. Then cw(G) ≤ pw(G0 ) ≤ 2 cw(G).
Lemma 12 does not only prove that cw(G) ≤ pw(G0 ) ≤ 2 cw(G), but also yields a
constructive way to compute a linear arrangement for G of cut at most k from a path
decomposition of width k for G0 . Further, Lemma 12 remains true if G is a multigraph;
observe that the reduction still constructs a simple graph G0 . This gives the following result.
I Lemma 13. If there is an r(opt, |V |)-approximation algorithm for MinPathwidth with
running-time O(f (|V |)), then there is also an 2r(2 opt, h)-approximation algorithm for
MinCutwidth on multigraphs with running time O(f (h) + h2 + n), where n is the number
of vertices and h is the number of edges.
p
With the O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation for MinPathwidth from [20], Lemma 13
gives the following approximation for MinCutwidth on multigraphs.
p
I Theorem 14. There is a (polynomial-time) O( log(opt) log(h))-approximation algorithm
for MinCutwidth on multigraphs with h edges.
p
In accordance with Theorem 11, Theorem 14 yields an O( log(opt) log(n))-approximation
algorithm for simple graphs. Analogously, Theorem 11 could
p be formulated for multigraphs,
which would also change the approximation-ratio to O( log(opt) log(h)).

2

See, e.g., the work [13] and the references therein for practical algorithms constructing path decompositions; also note that designing exact and heuristic algorithms for constructing tree decompositions was
part of the “PACE 2017 Parameterized Algorithms and Computational Experiments Challenge” [16].
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